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Abstract

The wideband bandpass filtering branch-line balun with high isolation is pres-

ented in this paper. The proposed balun can be designed for wideband perfor-

mances by choosing a proper characteristics impedance of input vertical

transmission line and odd-mode impedance of parallel-coupled lines. The pro-

posed balun was designed at a center frequency (f0) of 3.5 GHz for validation.

The measured results are in good agreement with the simulations. The mea-

sured power divisions are −3.31 dB and −3.24 dB at f0 and −3 ± 0.17 dB within

the bandwidth of 0.95 GHz (3 GHz to 3.95 GHz). The input return loss of 24.09

is measured at f0 and higher than 20 dB over the same bandwidth. Moreover,

the measured output losses are better than 11 dB within a wide bandwidth.

The isolation between output ports is 20.32 dB at f0 and higher than 13.2 dB for

a broad bandwidth from 1 GHz to 10 GHz. The phase difference and magni-

tude imbalance between two output ports are 180� ± 4.5� and ± 0.95 dB,

respectively, for the bandwidth of 0.95 GHz.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A branch-line balun is an important three-port device
that can divide input signal into two output signals with
equal power and out-of-phase. Since, the balun has been
used for various applications such as amplifiers, anten-
nas, and mixers, the high isolation between output ports
and bandpass filtering are the important design issues.
Although, the marchand,1 branch line,2 dual-mode
balun,3,4 slot-line resonator,5 and ring resonator6 had
been designed and provided a good passband response,
the stopband performance and/or isolation characteris-
tics were limited.

In Reference 7, a branch-line baluns with open circuit
stub transmission lines (TLs) on its vertical branches was
designed to suppress an unwanted even-mode signal and
could reduce the total circuit size. However, the electrical

performances had relatively narrow bandwidth and did
not consider the isolation between output ports. On the
other hand, 3 dB Marchand balun and branch-line balun
with a new isolation circuit had showed a good passband
performance and high isolation, but stopband character-
istic was poor.8,9 A bandpass filtering dual-mode balun
with quarter-wavelength (λ/4) stepped impedance reso-
nator (SIR) was proposed in Reference 10. Although, the
bandpass filtering with a narrow bandwidth and control-
lable spurious response could be obtained, the isolation
performance was not considered.

In this paper, a wideband bandpass filtering branch-
line balun is proposed with high isolation characteristics
using two TLs and two parallel-coupled lines. In addition,
the proposed balun can be designed for narrow band or
wideband by choosing the proper input vertical TLs and
odd-mode impedance of coupled lines impedance.
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2 | ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows the proposed circuit of the bandpass
filtering branch-line balun with high isolation circuit.
The proposed circuit consists of two open-circuited
coupled lines with electrical length of λ/4, two TLs
with electrical length of λ/2, and isolation resistance
Ri. The Ri is connected at the center of the output port
of vertical TL for the high isolation purpose. The pro-
posed balun is analyzed from the symmetrical four-
port network where one of the ports is terminated as
an open.9

From Reference 11, the even- and odd-mode excita-
tions can be used to analyze the proposed circuit. Fig-
ures 2A,B show the even- and odd-mode equivalent
circuits, respectively. For balun operation, transmission
stop (Teven = 0) condition has to be presented in the
even-mode equivalent circuit. On the other hand, sum of
the even- and odd-mode input impedances must be twice
the source impedance (Zeven + Zodd = 2ZS). Under the
even-mode excitation, the open stubs TLs with electrical
length of λ/4 at f0 is transformed to short-circuited
(Zeven = 0) at the junction point 1. Thus, Teven = 0 can be
obtained at f0. Under the odd-mode excitation, the sym-
metry plan AA’ become short circuit and Ri does not have
any effect on the circuit operation. The odd-mode reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients are derived as (1) from
the ABCD-parameters.

S11o =
AoZL +Bo−CorZ2

L−DorZL

AoZL +Bo +CorZ2
L +DorZL

ð1aÞ

S21o =
2ZL

ffiffi
r

p
AoZL +Bo +CorZ2

L +DorZL
, ð1bÞ

where

Ao =
Zp 2Z2 +Zp

� �
2Z2Zmcsc θ tan θ

ð2aÞ

Bo = j
x21−x2

2x1 2Z2 tan2 θ−Zp
� � ð2bÞ

Co = j
2x3−Zp1 2Z1 + 2Z2 +Zp

� �
x3Zmcsc θ

ð2cÞ

Do =
x21−x2

2x1Z1tan θ 2Z2tan2 θ−Zp
� � + 2Z2Zptan2 θ+Z2

m−Z2
p

x1tan θ

ð2dÞ

x1 = 2ZmZ2csc θ tan2θ ð2eÞ

x2 = Z2
m +2Z2Zptan2 θ −Z2

p

� �
Z2
p +2Z2Zp

� �
ð2fÞ

x3 = 2Z1Z2tan
2 θ ð2gÞ

r=ZS=ZL ð2hÞ

At a center frequency (f0), the even-mode impedance
(Z0e) of parallel coupled lines can be derived from (1a) as
a function of odd-mode impedance (Z0o) of parallel
coupled line as (3).

Z0e =2ZL
ffiffi
r

p
+Z0o, ð3Þ

where Z0o can be chosen arbitrarily.

FIGURE 1 Block diagram of proposed unequal termination

branch-line balun

(A) (B)

FIGURE 2 Equivalent circuit of proposed

structure: A, Odd-mode and, B, even-mode

excitations
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Similarly, the characteristic impedance of Z2 can be
derived as (4).

Z2 =
Z1Z2

p

Z1Zp r−2ð Þ+ rZ2
m

, ð4Þ

where

Zp =Z0e +Z0o ð5aÞ

Zm =Z0e−Z0o: ð5bÞ

And the characteristic impedance Z1 can be also cho-
sen arbitrarily within the realizable fabrication range.
Figure 3 shows the variations of Z2 and Z0e according to
Z1 and Z0o, respectively. Z0e is increased as Z0o increases.
Similarly, Z2 is increased as Z1 and Z0o increase. In prac-
tical, Z2 can be designed within the realizable fabrication
range of 20 Ω to 130 Ω in typical microstrip line technol-
ogy, so Z1 and Z0o should be selected properly.

The high isolation can be obtained by isolation resis-
tance (Ri). The Ri can be derived from the odd- and even-
mode equivalent circuits of proposed balun. From the odd-
mode equivalent circuit, S22o at f0 can be simplified as (6).

S22oj f = f 0
=

Z2
m−4rZ2

L

Z2
m +4rZ2

L

ð6Þ

For the even-mode excitation, the Ri is split into half
along the axis-AA’ and its resistance is doubled, as shown
in Figure 2B. S22e at f0 can be obtained as (7).

S22ej f = f 0
=

Z2
2Z

2
m−Z2

pZ
2
L2Ri

Z2
2Z

2
m +Z2

pZ
2
L2Ri

ð7Þ

Then S32 of balun at f0 can be obtained from
(6) and (7).12

S32j f = f 0
=
S22ej f = f 0

−S22oj f = f 0

2
ð8Þ

By setting (8) to zero, a high isolation can be obtained
at the f0. Additionally, Ri can be derived as (9).

Ri =
2Z2

2rZL

Z2
p

ð9Þ

To illustrate the design equations, the balun were
designed for both narrow band and wideband responses.
The Z1 = 30 Ω and Z0o = 55 Ω are chosen for narrow band

FIGURE 3 Variation of Z2 and Z0e according to Z1 and Z0o

(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 4 Bandpass filtering branch line balun

characteristics: A, S-parameters, B, output return loss and isolation,

and C, phase difference and magnitude imbalance
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characteristics. Then, Z2 = 47.41 Ω and Z0e = 196.42 Ω are
calculated using (3) and (4), respectively. Moreover, the
Ri = 7.11 Ω is calculated from (9). On the other hand,
Z1 = 45 Ω and Z0o = 70 Ω are chosen for wideband charac-
teristics. From (3), (4), and (9), Z2 = 89.09 Ω, Z0e = 211.42 Ω,
and Ri = 20.05 Ω are calculated, respectively. Figure 4 shows
the insertion loss, input/output return losses, isolation, mag-
nitude imbalance, and phase difference of the proposed
balun with narrow and wideband responses. The S21 and S31
characteristics are almost same within the passband as
shown in Figure 4A. The wide passband with three trans-
mission poles (TPs) can be obtained by choosing proper Z1
and Z0o. Moreover, the stopband of S21 is attenuated by
transmission zeros (TZs) that produce by the open/short stub
TLs. The bandwidth of 26 dB return loss is extended from
0.828f0 to 1.173f0 with factional bandwidth (FBW) of 34.5%.
A TP is obtained in the passband in condition of narrow
band with 26 dB return loss FBW of 12% (0.94 f0 to 1.06 f0).
Figure 4B shows the output return losses and isolation char-
acteristics. Good output return losses and isolation character-
istics are obtained at f0. Figure 4C shows the phase
difference and magnitude imbalance between the output
ports. The phase differences of 180� are obtained at f0. More-
over, the phase differences better than 180� ± 2.5� are
obtained within FBW of 34.5% and 12%, respectively. On the
other hand, the magnitude imbalance of both baluns is

almost 0 dB within FBW of 34.5%. The bandwidth of pro-
posed balun can be extended, but the fabrication of parallel-
coupled line can be difficult with conventional microstrip
technology. Thus, a tradeoff between realization and electri-
cal performances has to be considered.

3 | SIMULATION AND
MEASUREMENT RESULTS

To demonstrate and validate the analysis, the branch-line
wideband balun was designed at fo = 3.5 GHz. The circuit

(A) (B)

FIGURE 5 Proposed balun: A, Layout and B, photograph of

fabricated PCB

TABLE 1 Physical dimensions and component value of

fabricated PCB (unit: mm)

Win = Wout = 2.4 L1 = 16 L2 = 30.9 W3 = 0.8

Lin = Lout = 3 S1 = 0.18 L3 = L3_1 = 15.75

W1 = 0.25 W2 = 3 Ri = 11 Ω
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FIGURE 6 Simulation and measurement results of proposed

balun: A, S-parameters, B, output return losses and Isolation,

and, C, phase difference and magnitude imbalance
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was fabricated on Taconic TLY substrate with εr = 2.2
and h = 31 mils. EM simulation was performed using
ANSYS HFSS 2019R1. Figure 5 shows the EM simulation
layout and a photograph of the fabricated balun. The
physical dimensions and component value are shown in
Table 1. The overall circuit size of fabricated balun is
35 mm × 25 mm.

Figure 6 shows the simulation and measurement
results of the proposed balun. The measured results are
consistence with the simulations. Figure 6A shows the
measured S21, S31, and S11 are −3.31 dB, −3.24 dB, and
− 24.09 dB at f0, respectively. The measured 20 dB
return loss of the passband bandwidth is 0.95 GHz (3 to
3.95 GHz). The magnitude division of −3 ± 0.17 dB is
obtained within the same bandwidth. Moreover, the
output return losses are better than 11 dB in the pass-
band as shown in Figure 6B. The isolation between the
output ports is obtained 20.32 dB at f0 and higher than
13.2 dB over a broad bandwidth from 1 GHz to 10 GHz
as shown in Figure 6C. The tolerance of Ri and para-
sitics of TLs and parallel-coupled line can deteriorate
the isolation and output return loss performances. The
measured phase difference between two output ports is
180� ± 4.5� over the passband. Moreover, the magnitude
imbalance is less than ±0.95 dB within the same
bandwidth.

The performances comparison is summarized in
Table 2. The proposed balun is more advantageous and
provides wideband, high isolation characteristics, and
bandpass filtering response simultaneously.

4 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, a bandpass filtering branch-line balun with
high isolation is presented. The proposed circuit employs
two open-circuited coupled lines, two transmission lines
and isolation resistance Ri. The design equations of

proposed balun have been derived and validated with
simulations and measurements. The bandwidth of pro-
posed balun can be controlled for narrow or wide band
by changing the characteristic impedance of the input
vertical transmission line and odd-mode impedance of
coupled line. The measurement and simulation are in
good agreement. The proposed balun is expected to
design for the wide and narrow bands with high isolation
and bandpass filtering response. As the future work, the
bandpass filtering balun with wide stopband is going on
by using the coupling topology.
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